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Abstract: In this paper, a wireless power transfer system (WPT) with magnetically coupled resonators is studied. The 

idea is to enhance the coupling coefficient and the transfer efficiency. Perfect magnetic conductor was used in 

numerical calculations in order to study the performance of a reflector. In the WPT system we studied, efficiency is 

increased from 48% without reflector to 72% with PMC reflector. With recently developed met material technologies, 

artificial PMCs can be designed and fabricated for such reflectors. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, considerable effort has been put into the 

research of wireless power transfer technologies, 

specifically for cordless devices, such as low power 

consumer electronics and implanted medical devices, as 

well as high-power industrial and electric/hybrid vehicles. 

However, safety, efficiency, and other issues have 

prevented. Wireless power transmission from deployment 

in real applications in daily life. Recent research efforts 

have been focused on technologies based on magnetic 

coupling, as they are less sensitive to surrounding objects 

and safer for humans, and more suitable for the increasing 

demands for wireless charging of electronic devices. With 

magnetic coupling or inductive coupling, very high 

efficiency between transmitting and receiving coils can be 

achieved at small distances of less than a few centimetres. 

Recently, WPT over a distance up to 2 meters with 

moderate efficiency and power level has been achieved. 

Various approaches have been proposed to enhance the 

transfer efficiency of the WPT system. It has been 

demonstrated that a met material slab, when placed 

between the source and sink coil can enhance the 

evanescent field distribution, and therefore increase the 

transfer efficiency. However, in order to achieve the 

optimal performance, the met material slab is usually 

placed at the center of the space, which is not very 

convenient for some applications. 

In this paper, the use of a reflector to enhance the coupling 

coefficient and the transfer efficiency is proposed and is 

analyzed. In particular, the met material known as perfect 

magnetic conductor (PMC) is studied and used as reflector  

in a WPT system. Numerical simulations are done to 

confirm that the efficiency of WPT is increased from 48% 

to 72% with PMC reflectors.  

 

II. IMAGE THEORY FOR COIL WITH 

REFLECTOR 

In order to improve near-field magnetic field based WPT, 

we want to improve the magnetic field coupled from 

transmitting coil to receiving coil. We thus need 

something that can provide a form of confinement to the  

 

 

magnetic field, to prevent the magnetic field from the 

resonators from going in the opposite direction from the 

receiving coil, and enhance the magnetic field in the 

direction of the receiving coil. From image theory in 

electromagnetics, a PMC can achieve this goal. 

 

The proposed idea was first investigated with a simple coil 

current source with radius r, located close to a reflector. 

According to the image theory, there is image current at 

the other side of the plane. For perfect electric conductor 

(PEC), the image current is reversed in direction from the 

originating 

 

 
Fig.1 Magnetic field distribution versus distance from the loop source, 

calculated with COMSOL. Note that for an ideal PMC, the magnetic 

field is zero on the far side of the coil 

 

 current flow; thus the image current generates an opposing 

magnetic field, as expected by Lenz's law. On the other 

hand, for PMC reflector, the image current has the same 

direction as the original current flow, and the resulting 

magnetic field is reinforced. These image currents can 

contribute to the enhancement of evanescent field 

distribution. In our tests, the loop current source was 

located at z = -0.05 m, with radius r = 0.02 m. The 

reflector was located at z = -0.051 m. Magnetic field 
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versus distance from the loop source, where the magnitude 

of magnetic field was almost doubled within the distance 

of a few times of the loop radius, which may enhance the 

coupling if a receive coil is placed in this range. 

 

It is important to realize that although the image current in 

a PMC is in the same direction as the current in the 

transmitting coil, the image current does not cause a 

magnetic field on the far side of the PMC from the loop 

source. Rather, the PMC in effect “reflects” the magnetic 

field, and in the ideal case, the magnetic field on the far 

side of the PMC is zero. 

 

III. WPT SYSTEM WITH PMC REFLECTOR 

To confirm these concepts, we investigated a wireless 

power transfer system based on magnetic resonant 

coupling. The system is based on coupled spiral resonant 

coils. The parameters of the resonant 

Coils and the relative positions are also given in the figure. 

Tx and Rx spiral coils have a self-resonance at around 25 

MHz the single turn power and load loops are non-

resonant at that frequency range. The RF power is 

provided to the single turn power loop, which feeds the 

source coil resonator inductively. The source coil is 

coupled resonantly to a sink resonator and a load loop is 

used to extract power from the sink resonator inductively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig, 2 (a) The resonant coupling based WPT system used in numerical 

studies; (b) Geometry of non-resonant loop and resonant coil in the WPT 
system, and corresponding parameters. 

The system is modelled and calculated with COMSOL, 

which is a commercial simulation package based on finite-

element method. The efficiency is calculated as the ratio 

of the power extracted by the load loop divided by the 

power injected at the power loop. Since a major figure of 

merit of a wireless power system is the efficiency at a 

particular unobstructed gap, we tested with a constant S 

and varied the distance from power loop to Tx coil, and 

the distance from Rx coil to load loop. This allows an 

optimization of power transfer efficiency. In the studied 

system, D is varied from 0 to 10 cm and the efficiency as a 

function of frequency is calculated for each case. An 

optimal matching is achieved when D is 8 cm. For a 

transfer distance S=0.4m, an optimal efficiency 47.86% is 

achieved at frequency 25MHz. 

The frequency response of the efficiency is typical for 

resonant coupling based WPT. At peak of the curve, 

resonant coupling between two resonant coils is achieved, 

and energy exchange rate is optimal.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Magnetic field distribution of the WPT system when 

D=8 cm and f=25 MHz 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
Fig.3 Geometry of the WPT system with PMC reflectors on both sides. 
 

No frequency splitting is observed in this configuration, 

indicating that the system is under coupled. A simulated 

field distribution at the optimal condition (D=8 cm, f=25 

MHz) indicates the resonance behavior where strong field 

is localized in both transmitting and receiving coils even 

though the field is very weak in between. 

 

For real applications, we want the system as compact and 

thin as possible. The optimized case without PMC has a 

distance of 8 cm between power loop and resonant coil, 

which is rather thick for practical implementation. The 

ideal case is to have the power loop and resonant coil in 

the same plane so that they could be put together with a 

thin package. In this case, when D=0 (loop and 

corresponding coil share the same plane), the system is not 

matched and efficiency is only 21.73%. 

 

In order to study the effect of PMC reflector and the 

ability of PMC to produce a very thin, easily inserted 

WPT system, we modified the WPT system configuration, 

placing the non-resonant loop inside corresponding coil so 

they share the same plane. A PMC plane is placed directly 

behind each coil and loop, with a spacing of 0.6 cm. This 

decreases the thickness of both the transmitting and 

receiving systems from 8 cm to 1 cm thick. The 

unobstructed distance between two resonant coils is still S 

= 40 cm. 
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Simulations were done for this configuration to calculate 

the power transfer efficiency. Fig.4 shows the 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig.4 Power transfer efficiency of the WPT system with PMC as 

reflectors 

 

Transfer efficiency of this system as a function of 

frequency. The efficiency increases to 71.96% from 

47.86% at 24.1 MHz, which is a very promising 

enhancement. Also, we can see frequency splitting 

happens around 24MHz, which is an indication of stronger 

coupling between resonant coils. In other words, the 

coupling coefficient of the WPT system has been 

enhanced by the PMC reflectors. As expected, the 

reflectors modify the self-inductance and capacitance of 

the resonant coils and thus change their resonant 

frequency. 

 

Since perfect magnetic conductors do not exist in nature, 

they must be artificially created. With recently developed 

met material and other related technologies, there are ways 

to build such magnetic conductors. For example, a band-

limited artificial PMC can be created by placing periodic 

elements such as square conductive patches with central 

conducting vies through an insulating substrate connecting 

to a conducting backplane (sometimes called the 

“mushroom array” configuration). These periodic arrays 

can be modified by adding spirals, inductors, etc. to 

modify the frequency response to the frequency band 

desired. Artificial PMCs can be designed and fabricated 

depending on the frequency and size requirements and fit 

into the WPT system. 

 

Other than the much improved power transfer performance 

with PMC reflector, another obvious advantage of this 

configuration is that the transmitting device and receiving 

device can be made very compact and thin; and there is no 

need to place any special material into the gap between the 

resonators, which increases the practical applications of 

this method.  

The PMC reflectors serve as electromagnetic field shields 

for the system, confining the strong magnetic field of the 

WPT system, which helps to improve the RF safety of the 

WPT system, which is especially desirable for high power 

applications. This makes the system more practical to 

implement for various applications. 

IV. ECONOMIC ASPECTS 

In terms of economic theory, many countries will benefit 

from this service of wireless power transmission. Only 

private, dispersed receiving stations will be needed. A 

single resonant energy receiver is required, which may 

eventually be built into appliances, so no power cord will 

be necessary. Monthly electric utility bills from old-

fashioned, fossil-fuelled, loss prone electrified wire-grid 

delivery services will be optional. 
 

V. RECENT RESEARCH 
 

Researches have been going on in the field of using 

microwave power transfer and many technologies are 

being developed around the globe. 

1. Antennas: - In some MPT experiments in Japan, the 

phased array antenna was adopted to steer a direction of 

the microwave beam. 

2. Transmitters: - Magnetron, travelling wave tube 

amplifiers, klystron, semiconductor amplifiers. 

3. Beam control, Target detection, Propagation 
 

VI. FUTURE ASPECT 

        Third-Generation Wireless Power 

Power by Proxi has developed a 3G wireless power 

delivery system. Earlier generations of wireless power 

technology were based on split transformers consisting of 

two halves: an input side (primary) and an output side 

(secondary). Electrical energy applied to the primary is 

converted to an electromagnetic field that induces a 

current in the secondary, which passes the energy to a 

load. The essential difference between earlier generations 

of wireless power solutions and the one developed by 

Power by Proxi is that the Power by Proxi system offers 

high efficiency levels in relatively loose coupling 

arrangements across an air gap or through any non-

metallic substrate. 

 
        Fig.5   A demonstration model of the power by Proxi technology. 

 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, we studied a wireless power transfer system 

based on resonant coupling and investigated the idea of 

using special reflectors to enhance the coupling and the 

power transfer efficiency. In particular, we studied the case 

of perfect magnetic conductor material used as reflectors 

and their impact on WPT. We showed with numerical 

simulations that the WPT efficiency can be increased from 

48% without reflector to 72% with PMC reflectors, at a 
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distance between coils of 40 cm, at the same time 

decreasing the thickness of each endpoint from 8 cm to 1 

cm. With the advantages of compact size, high efficiency, 

and lost-field shielding, the system with PMC reflectors is 

very promising for many applications. 
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